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Employment, Gender and the Dual 
Transformation in Germany 
Hildegard Maria Nickel 
TWO INTERWOVEN PROCESSES OF TRANSFORMATION 
The Federal Republic of Germany is undergoing a dual social 
transformation. On the one hand, there are the economic, social and 
cultural processes associated with political unification, which have 
primarily been taking place in the east, in the new federal states. On the 
other hand - and this is often forgotten - this transformation of eastern 
Germany is set within a process of social transformation in the west, the 
old federal states, which began long before German unification. This more 
general process relates to the constellation of post-war growth,1 and is 
evidently undergoing a crisis. At least, the process is no longer smooth, and 
has not yet entered a new phase of prosperity leading to a noticeable 
decrea,se in high basic unemployment. 
From the outset, west Germany's post-war prosperity went hand-in-
hand with reforms achieved after tough conflicts over the distribution of 
wealth. The results were high levels of employment, prolonged economic 
growth, cushions for social inequality, a broad expansion and 
individualisation of educational and career opportunity, a diversification of 
freely chosen forms of cohabitation, and broad democratisation. The basic 
social consensus of the post-war period was founded on a social contract 
that was not legally enshrined but was nonetheless observed in practice, 
which aimed to achieve compromise on the distribution question and 
which was inspired by the idea that all members of society were 'social 
partners' with a more or less equal right to benefit from economic growth. 
During those years, federal government policy did not merely trail along 
in linear fashion behind the (upward) development in GNP. Social 
spending actually grew faster than GNP, as in all western European 
countries; it also played a pro-active part in shaping the social structure by 
compensating and regulating, and to some degree the emancipatory 
interests of the individual made gains from this. The rights implied by this 
intention were actually assertable. This was the narrow material basis for a 
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whole series of emancipatory steps forwards for women in the Federal 
Republic of Germany from the mid- or late 1960s onwards. z 
F ollowing the structural crisis in the mid-1970s this overall social 
construct grew unstable; mass unemployment nibbled insidiously at the 
financial foundations of social state mechanisms for secondary 
distribution. From 1982 a policy in effect began gradually modifying 
established relations of distribution in the name of deregulation, labour 
market flexibility and the 'restructuring' of the social state, its aim 
evidently being to discard the social compromise, and in this it was not 
entirely unsuccessful. The nature and intensity of this project to resize the 
social state, however, are such that the control potential of capital 
accumulation is at risk. The fulfilment of individual social and cultural 
needs is flung back to the level of primary income distribution, ignoring 
the fact that societies today are stratified in terms of status, power and 
access to resources along lines of dass, gender, age and ethnic origin.3 In 
the long term, there is a <langer that civil consensus will be undermined. 
The process of transformation does not affect all the men and women 
in Germany at the same time and in the same way. The differentiations 
between the sexes, and also between women, are huge. Struggles over the 
distribution of resources, above all employment, are exacerbated. In the 
same breath, the old bourgeois order of gender, which had long since been 
aboiished in the GOR anyway, has finally vanished in thc Federal 
Republic, or to put it another way, the contract between the sexes 
associated with the industrial era of capitalism is becoming obsolete, with 
both parties, women and men, challenging it increasingly. The old gender 
Order centred on the 'normal family' and the ideal of a 'family incomeH and 
Was founded on the division and bipolar gender allocation of gainful 
employment and domestic labour .. 
This world was characterised by the idea that people should be organized in 
a heterosexual nuclear family with a male as its head, living primarily off the 
man's earned income. The male head of household received a 'family 
income' which was enough to feed children and a wife-and-mother who 
performed the housework unpaid. 5 
Even if this breadwinner marriage has been eroding in Germany since the 
late l 960s at the latest, and in spite of the fact that many families did not 
fit that industrial model before, it is ultimately the foundation on which 
the German social state, modifications apart, is built. lt is certainly one 
reason why there are structural limits to integrating women into the world 
of paid employment. East German women are feeling this particularly at 
Present, but they may be the ones who bring to a head the conflict over 
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who gets the jobs, which is the very core of the equal rights issue, and who 
show up the need for renewal in employment policy and the social state. At 
least, they illustrate problems which affect women generally in Germany. 
EAST GERMAN WOMEN: THE DOUBLE SOMERSAULT 
Ursula Schröter maintains (and she is not alone in this) that east German 
women can be divided into two distinct groups,6 and in May 1993, 
according to her representative random sample, 35 per cent of all east 
German women belonged to the group of losers.7 I have my doubts as to 
whether this blanket approach is correct. What is the yardstick? Is it the 
social situation of women in the GDR? Is it a comparison with east German 
men? Or with west German women, or foreigners living in Germany? Or 
does it simply mean that many east German women are worse off t~an 
others? Dichotomy hinders our insight into the multiple facets of reahtY· 
Besides, clinging to the thesis of losers and winners assumes that women are 
the lucky or unlucky victims of a structural process over which they h~ve 
no influence. The opposite is true. Women, like men, were act~ve 
protagonists in the changes which led to the end of the GOR. Women, hke 
men, voted in the majority at the GDR's first free elections in March 1990 
for rapid economic and currency union. Now, however, what many did not 
wish to recognise at the time is becoming very clear. The crisis of 
transformation in the west, with a still incomplete transition to a p~st­
Fordist stage, is hitting (eastern) women harder than (eastern) men.8 lt is a 
waste of time celebrating the 'winners' among warnen who, in spite of 
massive job lasses in industry and agriculture, in spite of the erosion of once 
reliable social measures, such as childcare and all the manifestations of 
' . political exclusion, have managed nonetheless to stay on keel, just as it 1s a 
waste of time to lament the 'losers', who are still not able, or eise are less able 
than ever, to extract themselves and their children from the nightmare of 
fears and uncertainties. lt is rather more useful to address the 
transformation crisis in the Federal Republic of Germany and ask how it is 
affecting women at various levels, and also to recall and demand those 
mechanisms which society can employ to regulate such matters. 
True enough, there is a variety of factual evidence - from rising long-
term unemployment in eastern Germany to the feminisation of povertY -
that women are worse off. That is absolutely not at issue, but the over-
simplistic picture needs to be placed in perspective: 
l. The employment rate for east German women remains higher than for 
west German women; 66 per cent of women in eastern Germany have 
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iobs which require them to make social insurance contributions, 
whereas in western Germany the figure is 45 per cent. In other words, 
Western women are in a less satisfactory situation than eastern women 
when it comes to having their own welfare entitlements. 9 
2
· The transformation process in eastern Germany has turned many 
Women into the principal family 'breadwinner', and in the average 
eastern household almost 50 per cent of the income is earned by 
Women, compared with a third in the west. This has consequences for 
the gender relationship and could, in the medium term, encourage a 
pact between the sexes which is based on complementary functions 
With a low 'depth of hierarchy'. Moreover, the participation of women 
With young children in thc labour market is considerably higher in thc 
new statcs than on original federal tcrritory. This is presumably a major 
reason why thc proportion of married couplcs with children described 
a~ being in an 'economically difficult position' (children being a poverty 
nskl) is lowcr across thc board than in the cast than in the west. 10 
3
· The difficulties of transformation have not so far triggered the 
expected return to a traditional gcnder model in eastern Germany. 
Rather, the 'data suggests the peoplc in the new federal states acquired 
useful experience in the past with women's dual role', so that in 1995 
attitudes to women working was summarised as 'growing approval in 
the east, stagnation (or eise decline) in the west'. 11 And the 1997 Data 
Report observes astonishing differences between east and west: 
according to every second west German, women should stay at home to 
look after the childrcn and the housework ( 4 7 per cent women/ 53 per 
cent men). In eastern Germany, this opinion is held by 'only' a 
quarter. 12 
4
· The overall picture confirms that women enjoyed a certain 
'home advantage' in the transition to a market economy due to a 
Pronounced gcnder segregation in structures of employment in the 
GOR and the fact that in 1989 women were heavily over-represented in 
the service sector. On the one hand, this also meant that women did less 
Well in the GDR's employment system than men, in that the large 
number of women in this sector was inversely proportional to income 
distribution and social prestige in the service industry. On the other 
hand, it also means that a large percentage of women with jobs were not 
directly affected to begin with by the mass redundancies which 
accompanied de-industrialisation in eastern Germany, and their 
experience of labour market restructuring took place against a lower-
key gender competition. 
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If we look back at the dramatic changes of 1989/90, we can see - in 
spite of all the myths to the contrary which now seek to impose a different 
interpretation - that when the men and women of the GDR took r~cours~ 
to 'Exit and Voice' (leaving the GOR or demanding the nght. 0 
expression)13 and acceded to the Federal Republic, they were relinquishing 
their claims on a system which included a 'head start on equality' 14 for east 
German women. Job security, full employment for women and mothe~ 
taken for granted, gainful employment compatible with motherh00.' 
government measures to assist women and families, abortion available .'~ 
the first 12 weeks with the costs (if the option was taken up) borne by socia 
insurance, and a countrywide network of childcare facilities: these were ~h~ 
as yet unparallelled trademarks of the GDR's 'head start on equah~Y 
which, quite possibly, caused more women than men to ponder a while 
back in 1990 before beginning their democratically elected free fall int~ ~ 
different social configuration, their 'crash landing in the modern age : 
Ultimately, however, these familiar manifestations of a social state in 
paternalistic form were unable to withstand the tide of history. The rnen 
· · ns 
and women of the GDR had broken out of a society which took dec1s10 
for them and provided for their wants, in order to participate in a modern 
world which drew its legitimation from other mechanisms - rnass 
consumption, parliamentary democracy and the welfare state - and which, 
intimes of economic prosperity, had provided universal access to its highlY 
developed mass culture. Social polarisations seemed to have been erased, 
and the social state seemed to present a reliable framework. But once t?e 
men and women of the GDR had arrived in the modern Federal RepubbC, 
it turned out that this other kind of society was already 'evaporating'·
16 
d 
The stable development which men and women of the GDR ha. 
perceived from the outside as the dominant feature of the Federal RepubbC 
was founded, not on the elimination of social inequality, but on . its 
regulation by means of high wages, full employment (extendtng 
increasingly to women) and a redistribution, or 'transfer' of resources, bY 
the social state to cushion the 'weaker strata' and overcome crasser 
differences in the standard of living. The cracks which began to perrneate 
this prosperous society in the mid-1970s were less visible on the outside or 
else appeared to be temporary and, if everyone knuckled down to the task, 
capable of repair. So the men and women of the GDR were not simply set 
down upon unification in a different society ridden with moder~ 
imponderables and replete with alien challenges which they bad chosen °d 
their own wil~ to confront. Instead, the social fabric which they ex~ecteof 
to encounter m Federal Germany was already being eroded by the t1rne 
unification, or had at least stumbled against own limits. Nevertheless, the 
Wende of 1989, set in motion an irreversible, dynamic social process, and 
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the head start on equality was plunged into the ambivalent maelstrom of 
~~dernisation which had already held the west in its grip for some time. ~ 15 also buffeting the gender relationship, which is being redefined, while ~ e gender contract hitherto taken for granted and practised by east 
1 e~'?ans is losing its structural basis. Suddenly, jobs for women require 
egnimation, and are the centre of bitter rivalry over this 'strategic 
resource'.'7 
~y now, however, it is becoming clear that, for all the self-assertion and 
resistivity mustered by east German women in defending their 
~lllployment, the battle to nudge them out of the market has long since 
een raging. Moreover, huge social differentiations have been making their :~rk on female employment generally, and having a job no longer ensures 
ependence, because earnings may not be enough to make ends meet. 
lf By way of concluding this section, I should like to ask a few questions. 
at the moment we can observe a tenacity about the east German gender a~~angement and a resistivity by women in eastern Germany to being 
e ?Wed out of the job market, is that merely a 'temporary aberrance' 
W?ich will vanish for once and for all as the next generation takes over? Or 
W11l th ' d ? B e eastern model' shape the future for western men an women. 
ave structural changes perhaps been leading to a feminisation of male 
employment (with low incomes, precarious jobs, pseudo-self-employment, 
and so ) · · · · h d t on , to an equahsat1on downwards democrat1smg t e gen er pac 0h~ly in the sense that a man's working lif; is now more like a woman's? Is 
t IS e l" . h" h . h 
. qua 1sat10n downwards a foretaste of the future w 1c awa1ts t e 
United G · · h ermany? Or - and this brings me to the last quest1on - 1s t e ~ender relationship going to continue unscathed because, to turn Beck's 
Image for the l 970s and 1980s on its head the 'elevator effect' has become 
a nose a· · h · ·' d h ? 
- 1ve m t e 1990s, draggmg all soe1al groups own toget er. 
WHAT HOPE FROM THE SERVICES? THE SHADOWS AND 
COLOUR SPECTRUM OF THE JOBS FOR WOMEN 
I shall confine my attention in what I have to say next to large-scale str~ctures in the private service sector in eastern Germany, where the ~aJority of women are still employed. Basically, we can describe the Sltu · 
ation as follows:' 8 
1. In the wake of German unification and the accompanying boom of 
1990-92, a dynamic evolution of the service sector was predicted and 
occurred, not least in the new federal states. Commercial and savings 
banks, insurance companies, wholesalers and retailers profited from 
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and played a leading role in the 'construction effort'. There wa~ a 
definite expansion of employment in this field. After this impressive 
increase during the' 'build-up phase', the number of jobs passed the 
zenith in late 1993/early 1994, andin terms of employment the sector 
has found itself since then in a 'consolidation' phase. In figures, 
compared with an ongoing decline in the number employed in the 
primary sector (from about 900,000 to 200,000) and secondary secto~ 
(from about 4 million to 2.3 million), the tertiary sector has witnesse 
an inc;ease in jobs from 3.6 million to 4 million. 
2. Unlike the situation in industry from 1990, the big structures in the 
private service sector took over entire companies and departments 
almost completely in many fields, including their staff. There is no 
uniform pattern as to how the organisational and employmen~ 
structures of these 'western models' were adopted in the new federa 
states. Modifications occurred, depending on variegated corporate 
strategies, and active support from east and west German managers 
gave rise to some specifically eastern features which can still be 
discerned. 
3. In GOR days, service sector employment was almost exclusiv_ely fem_al~ 
(90 per cent). Even in 1995/96 it still reflected a relat1vely hig 
segregation (70 per cent). However as the internal labour markets are 
' . ~e 
restructured, the women still employed by these compames 
increasingly being subjected to a subtle displacement ('the neff 
genderisation'), which is achieved not only through the sta 
. h . r y oll 
recrmtment mec amsms, but also by means of company po ic . 1 
working hours, mobility requirements and - especially at manageria 
level - long hours and greater pressure. 1 
4. Our latest study,19 begun in 1996, already indicates that the federa 
German labour market crisis has now also taken complete hold of tbe 
· · h he ne'W serv1ce sector m t e new states. The services, therefore, are not t h 
hope for employment, at least not at present. Deutsche Bahn, t e 
German rail company, is an example. Privatisation is casting its shad~'W 
ahead, so that staff have to cope with constant breaks in continuit)', 
change is the 'norm', and there is nothing secure to rely on. To sum up, 
the effect of corporate integration is long-term discontinuity. 
As work in the service sector is extremely heterogeneous, 1 s~all 
attempt now to avoid generalisations by skirting along some specific 
segments where empirical research has been conducted as it has for thz~ 
fi 
, . s 
mancial services20 and to some extent for the retail trade.21 Care service. 
have been subjected to comparatively little gender analysis, although thi~ 15 
still a women's domain in the new federal states. We also have some studies 
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~nder way, although not yet completed, with regard to women affected by 
~l corporate transformations in the transport sector, that is, the German 
ra1 ways.23 
THE RETAIL SECTOR: FEWER FRUITS FOR LABOUR? 
l'he Process of corporate transformation affecting the retail trade has been ~~companied by gender-specific restructuring in internal labour markets . 
. though the retail trade could still be classed as a women's sector in 1994, "'~:h a Workforce which was 64.2 per cent female (and evidently women 
::al re~ain their majority here), the percentage nonetheless dropped 
G matical!y between 1991 and 1994. 24 Those employees of former east 
erman institutions who lost their jobs - despite the overall increase in 
employment until 1994-were primarily (older) women. By contrast, new 
contract d · · · fi 1 ( s urmg the corporate bmld-up were g1ven more requent y to 
Young) men from outside the sector than to women. While the personnel Was b · · 
tr . . eing restructured, only limited value was attached to managenal 
aining and experience gained specifically in the retail trade. In 1988, 62 
Per cent of these managerial positions in the GDR's retail and supply ~~ctor had been held by women. Instead the existing corporate hierarchies 
„ere' r , 
rn s 1?1med down', and west Germans, mostly men, were appointed to 
h. anagenal posts. In this way, an excessive proportion of women lost ~gher-grade jobs, andin very few cases were they able to acquire middle-ac~nagement positions after obtaining qualifications which were formally 
nowledged. 
r t1Gender restructuring in the retail sector in eastern Germany is also 
e ected' · d' hl · i In more precanous employment patterns an m mont y mcome: 
an 
1994 the net monthly income of women employed in the retail sector 
:eraged 1,354 Deutschmarks compared with 1 893 Deutschmarks for 
·••en. ' , 
THE FINANCIAL SERVICES: WOMEN ON THE WAY UP? 
Becau f . d 
e se o the gender-specific segregation which had charactense 
a ~Ployment in the GDR, east German women in banks and insurance had 
N eaithy chance of continuing in employment during the build-up phase. 
c ot 0 nly were they usually not fired they actually benefited in 1990/91 
•rorn h' . , l' a. 1rmg boom for staff with commercial training. 
rn his was followed by a corporate 'training offensive' which enabled 
Ost of these women to acquire basic qualifications which met the latest 
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western standards in the sector. This not only meant an opportunity to staY 
in work, but created a bridge during that first period for young wome~ 10 
obtain more skills which would grant them access to a supervisory functl~~ 
in middle management or else enable them to specialise in financi~ 
products. Today, the percentage of women in third-grade and particu\ar .Y 
fourth-grade management (that is, branch managers and te~m hea~s)dis 
still higher in the east than in the west in most of the compames studie d 
During the consolidation phase - that is, from about 1993/94 onwar hs 
- the 51,000 employees, notably women, have gone increasingly on tot e 
defensive. There are several reasons for this: the financial sector has 00"' acq.uire~ a greater e.conomic an~ ~ocial si~nifi.cance in eastern Gerrna~~l 
wh1ch 1s reflected m more trammg apphcattons from men; person poli~y has led to. the practice of granting preference to m~le appli~a::~ 
durmg the select1on procedure, even if their school record ts poorer, f 
streamlining-out all manual activities, especially in the central office~ 0 
insurance undertakings and the back office of commercial and savmgs 
banks, has primarily hit low-skilled women. The older ones in particular 
have poor chances of keeping their jobs even by obtaining rno~e 
qualifications. The financial services seem to be copying a few metho ~ 
from lean banking, by outsourcing operational functions (such as IT) an 
shifting previously centralised responsibilities (such as personnel) doW~ to 
the branches. Lower and middle area/ divisional management is betn.g 
thinned out. As these are the posts where women are well represented, t?1~ 
could turn out tobe one of those 'modernisation traps' for women wit 
career ambitions.25 
The financial service companies reveal the same phenomena which we 
find right across the tertiary economy: women are disadvantaged b~ 
gender-related models of working hours - although there is a general tren 
for eastern women to cling to füll-time jobs - and by the widenirig wage 
gap. Nevertheless, it is not yet clear whether, in this particular sector, t~e 
restructuring of employment towards jobs for men will continue smootb y 
as a linear process. Since late 1993/early 1994 these internal labour 
markets have been more or less closed, with a majority of up to 68 per cen~ 
consistin~ o_f women with ~ewly acquired basic training and ~ls~ up:t~t 
date spec1ahst and managenal qualifications. In the light of th1s, tt rnig . 
be assumed, on the one hand, that women will be able to assert tbetr 
. . . h . rnent pos1tton m t e medmm term, and even increase their share of manage 
posts. On the other band, owing to the drastic staffing cutbacks forecast for 
the sector from the late l 990s women's current 'home advantage' is rnorde 
. ' n than shaky. lt 1s not yet clear to what extent women will be able to respo ~o th~se struct~ral changes steadfastly and actively, especiall_y giv~~ · 
mtens1fied reqmrements of flexible commitment in terms of tune a 
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~ac.e, . and structures of employment that seek increasingly to make .~1hstic', total use of skilled human labour. This development, however, ~T also encourage demands for the extra-functional virtues, such as an 
a1.' ity to work in teams, a responsible attitude and a friendly manner with c ients Th' . . . 
sl. · 1s, m turn, could open the door to female sk1Ils and prov1de a 
ight boost for women as their position in the field generally deteriorates. 
NEW TRACKS TO 'RESET THE POINTS' IN GENDER 
RELATIONS? IMPRESSIONS FROM DEUTSCHE BAHN 
A team of researchers at the Humboldt University is currently 
contributing to a project on 'Women in the corporate transformation f rocess in the new federal states: Fe male options in the financial and rans~ort sectors', which is supported by the Deutsche Forschungs-
gmemschaft. My own part in this concerns the national railway operator 
eutsche Bahn AG (DB AG), a service company with a personnel 
structu h. hl ·1 n re 1g y dominated by men. The former east German ra1 Operator 
b eutsche Reichsbahn (DR) employed 32 per cent women, and could thus 
ite classified as a mixed company in terms of gender distribution, whereas 
h 
8 
Western counterpart at the time the male dominated Deutsche OUnd b ' 
"G. es ahn (DB), employed only 7 per cent women. The all-German DB 
l1. IS . · 
0 a Pnvat1sed company born from the fusion of these two predecessors 
t; n 
1 January 1994. Although slightly over 15 per cent of the payroll is a~lllale, there are significant differences between the new and old states and 
w so bet~een the company's fields of business. The strong presence of 
0 ~lllen m the new states is particularly concentrated in the customer-
r1ented · f 1·fi · anct . ~erv1ce departments, with ~heir specific profile o qua 1 1cat1ons 
activ1ties. 
Unification of the two German states in 1990 created a new situation 0n th ·1 d 
8· e ra1 ways: two nationalised companies DR and DB, now serve a 1
ngie G ( ' · d · re erman transport) market. The merger triggere ma1or corporate 
e structuring. lt is not surprising given the state of the east German 
conom h ' D , Y, t at DR were first on the operating table. 
and 1R 
8 restructuring began with huge cutbacks in staff. Between 1990 
37 2 
993 the payroll was reduced from 236,121 to 148,161, a decrease of 
r · Per cent. Among those who lost their jobs, women were over-c:~~esented. The female proportion of DR's workforce fell from 31.6 per 
~o 26.4 per cent. 
ag Dismissals were restricted to specific personal terms under an 
w reement between the management and employees, so that the reductions 
ere h. h 
ac 1eved by means of socially cushioned measures suc as 
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compensation, partial retirement, premature retirement, and so for~h. We 
· · · h did 111en have evidence that women made more use of these provisions t an . 
to leave the company. At the same time, DB was facing a staff shortage i~ 
certain departments (such as train stewards and in the technical se~~or · 
DB responded to the situation by freezing all new recruitment. Positions 
were to be filled from the DR surplus, which means tha~ DR e111p~oye;~ 
had to meet above-average demands on their geographical mobihty. f 
spite of the staff reductions and transfers, DR still had a surplus 
0 
personnel, which was 'carried along' for an initial period. 
The corporate labour market policy of DB AG, i.e. since the merger on 
1January1994, is under three-corner pressure from subsidies (which ha~e 
tobe phased out), the development of company personnel to handle. t e 
new market orientation of the various business areas, and social cushions 
for restructuring. 
Although the company structures of the two corporate milieus we have 
b · · · fi · 1 · different, een mvesttgatmg - mancia services and transport - are very 
· rer-
and with them the processes of corporate restructuring, two i~ of 
referential paths of development can nevertheless be observed. The airn 
the transformation process in both corporate environments i.s ~o reco~s~itute thes.e companies as modern service providers offerin~ a high Ir 
speciahsed, flexible spectrum of services addressed to specific targ 
groups. This is reflected, first, in a philosophy of 'maximum' custorner 
orientation on the outside and the development of the services required on 
h . ·a S b . areas t e msi e. econd, the specialisations and redefined usmess . t 
associated with th.is catalyse int~rnal processes aimed at a mor~ e~fi~i:l 
added value cham. Changes m the activity structure of mdivid. h 
employees and the occupational demands made of them are coupled wit ' 
on the one hand, staff reductions (notably in administration due to 
slimmer hierarchies and IT rationalisation) and, on the other, a 
(controlled) expansion in employment in customer-related services. 
Our provisional findings at Deutsche Bahn AG differ from th~S~ 
derived in our earlier research in the financial sector if only - to start wit 
- be~ause the fusion of the two railway operator~ east a~d west carn~ 
relatively late. The previous period, in which DR had adiusted to V 
structures by massively reducing staff, quite unlike the financial sector~ was 
overlaid by t~e operator's. conversion from a public authori~y i~to a priv;~: 
company, with far-reachmg political and structural imphcauons for 
. . . ff were 
orgamsat10n as a whole. Furthermore, the way in which eastern sta . . integr~ted w~s q~ite different: lt did not so much entail a broad ~ratn~~! 
offensive, which m the financial services also performed the funcuon 
collective transition phase, as call upon individual members of staff. to 
fullfil a variety of mobility demands (in terms of place, by worlong 
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elsewhere · · h · f · 
ad . ' sometimes m t e west of the country; m terms o time, by 
8 ~Ph?g to new patterns of working hours; and in terms of content, by 
. Witchmg to different departments). Individual response was a key factor In sta · · Ymg With the company. 
Our studies at Deutsche Bahn AG like the studies we have already ~~nclu~ed in the financial services, dei'uonstrate that gender is a feature 
al!at w_Ithout any doubt still exercises a crucial 'usherette' function, 
d. oc.atmg people places in the increasingly bitter battle over the Istnbuf f l b · · d p . . Ion o a our, and more especially the battle over mcome an 
h OSitJons (ofleadership). At the same time, however, these studies indicate 
thuge}y expanding differentiation and hierarchies among women 
at e~selves. Transformation and 'market-oriented' company restructuring 
life-s eutsch~ Bahn AG have brought new requirements ?f _in~ividual 
0 . tyle, wnh changes in the nature of work and the way hfe ms1de and Utside th · · l · · l d eo e company IS combmed. Partcu ar pomts mc u e: more 
C lllpressed tasking, willingness to be mobile and flexible, cooperation and 0111p .. 
0 . etition, self-employment and servicing, social competence and 
PtimaJ enhancement of individual resources. 
Se · · 
h . rvicmg - often described as a dead end or a bad job - is not a 
venphe l · · · d · b ra activ1ty m the company, associated with low wages an prestige, p~t a central reference for modernisation. Much of this work takes 
111 ac~ either around direct customer advice or around inter-company, 
r ahr et-oriented exchange relations. lt is ascribed and allocated to women 
at er th T · · d · f q . an men. h1s ra1ses opportumt1es for an en urmg source o 
dUahfied female employment but also the risk of new gender ema · ' rcations. 
lll At first glance, differentiation among women is a function of 0therh0 d p · · l · · f w . o . rov1s10na analysis suggest that reqmrements m terms o 
Orkm h . 'b] d inct· . g ours have become heav1er, more flex1 e an more 
bu IVIdualised. The 'normal working week' - especially at Deutsche Bahn, 
iobt als~ in other service companies - is highly differentiated. To keep t~eir 
the~ or Irnprov.e it, the (female) employees accept limitatio?s on ~h·e· tm~e 
es ~ave available for life outside the company, but th1s flex1b1hty Is 
Pec1all · · Ie ct· Y overstretched when they have children of an age requmng care, 
p a mg to the 'release' of these women from the workforce. For the most d~rt, the women interviewed _ at DB AG most of them work shifts -
ISplay . . 'd . 
re . a remarkably casual routine in constructmg their outs1 e-t1me 
th quirements around a highly individualized work timetable, rather than 
e Other way round. 
taJ l'his obliges them to synchronise and coordinate on an individual basis, 
ents h' h h' k'll ' h lll w 1c are not evenly spread. We call t 1s s I c ange 
anage ' · h' h · d' ment . lt applies to a specific ability to coordmate w 1c m Icates 
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the active accomplishment of combining ~arious activities and spheres ~f 
life into a coherent and consistent whole, thereby achieving 'synergetl~ 
effects'. lt is regarded, then, as an 'individual resource'. Whether eas 
German women in general have more of this resource to draw on, as ~ 
result of their habitualised experience of combining work inside ln 
outside a company, remains to be seen. However, our findings to ate 
confirm that east German women do still make use of specific know-hoW 
in tackling new demands on their time, and these routines provide a 
resource in coping with the pressure to adapt. 
Overall, we also find confirmation of something which other analyse~ 
have al:eady i~lustrat~d.26 lt is n?t the fact t~at women have childr~n t~:e 
underhes thetr growmg exclus1on from gamful employment; qmte . 
reverse: 'children' are used to justify exclusion in retrospect. Exclusi~n 
and inclusion are determined primarily by qualifications. Along this ~xts~ 
(east German) women are being elbowed out of the labour market in 
process which has not been addressed or researched at all adequately. 
SUBTLE DIFFERENTIATIONS OR SOCIAL POLARISATION 
The studies show that the gender label still plays a key role in 'assig~ifig 
people to their place' as the battle for employment heats up, and espec.ta y 
in the tussle for income and rank. At the same time, these studies indicate 
new and rapidly increasing differentiations and hierarchies among worne~ 
in the samples. We realised that there was one group of women - at leas 
in the financial services and above all in the insurance field, where fe~ 
women are to be ~ound in western Germany - actually hav~ excelle~d 
chances of promot1on and know how to use them. These are m1ddle-ag 1 
women (aged 30 to 40 when unification came) who had already been hig~ ~ 
motivated to train, achieve and climb in GDR days, who have manageria 
experience and had finished raising their families when the changes began, 
or else .whose children were now independent beings. These w0?1:~ 
showed m the GOR that they could be and were persistent and deter~1? 
about pursu~ng t~eir careers. Many of them acquired their ~ormal t~atn~:d 
usually a umvers1ty degree, by means of distance study whtle working . 
having children. This means that they had to learn to use their tttll~ 
efficiently under GDR conditions, practising 'change managernent 
techniques and learning how to coordinate a variety of demand complexe:-
These skills, combined with a 'pressure of circumstance' which evident y 
ignited tremendous potential in these women now seem to offer all 
excellent basis for making the grade under new ~onditions. These wornell 
are now well-anchored in the management of east-west mergers in the neW 
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~ed~~al states, having taken additional or continuous training. In these t~Sltlons .they. are profiting from the store of knowledge and experience 
a :y acqu1red m east German institutions and from the fact that they speak 
fi co~mon language' with the staff inherited from the past, often Unct · 
e 
10
mng as buffers and mediators between western managers and 
astern employees (and clients). 
THE 'PATH DEPENDENCY' OF GENDER RELATIONS 
gur research has illustrated the value of treating societal transformation in itse~many. as a dual'. in~erwoven process. This two-way inter~lay with 
b' f; ovetailed dynam1cs 1s of particular relevance to gender relat1ons. The 
,_ ocus is as follows: 
• On the one hand, those processes which concern the societal 
transformation and structural change that were set in motion in former 
:est Germany long before unification and which, since the mid-1970s, 
ave been building into a structural crisis which encroaches upon all 
fields of social lifie 
• 0 . . 
n the other hand, those economic, social and cultural processes wh1ch ~ere triggered in eastern Germany from 1990 onwards by 
lncorporating the former GDR into the old Federal Republic. From the 
outset, this societal restructuring of eastern Germany has been ~mbed~ed within the structural changes affecting the ol? Federal 
epubhc and is also deeply moulded by the character of thts western 
lll.odel with its unresolved, crisis-ridden constellation of problems. 
"'. Economic reconstruction in easter~ Germany has not (yet) created a 
"
11
rror · · d) 1 tel . 1mage of west German structures m (gendere emp oyment 
th atio~s. Although institutional structures have been largely appropriated, 
tr e social relations inlaid within them are not identical. Furthermore, this 
ansfor · (' d · 1 · I Wo mat1on m eastern Germany) has not yet reache 1ts conc us1on. t 
se Ufd be accurate to say that it is entering a new, protracted, complex in~ond _Phase. The points of departure are, first, a drastically shrunken 
eo UstriaJ base with the risk of 'tertiary crisis' and, second, the 
th ntradictory economic, political and socio-cultural 'knock-on effects' of 
hye first Phase. This period of development could be condensed into the 




1dual response by the mobilisation of familiar resources which people 
ave Proved unwilling to give up, even though they may have adjusted to 
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· · d bY 
new requirements. The second phase, by contrast, is charactens~ h 
'enduring discontinuity' in the economic, corporate context and in t ~ 
personal (occupational) context, linked at the structural level of sector an d 
company with an orientation towards 'new production concepts' an 
which, at the level of individual action within an interplay of workp~ac~ 
and non-workplace demands, unleashes the 'exploration', 'coordinauon 
and 'fine-tuning' of contradictory and often contrary orientations. r ) 
The power and internal dynamics of cultural (habitual and symb? ~ 
influences - and that includes either gender - are inherent in this brie y 
outlined process of dual transformation. Whereas in the old federal sta~s 
of Germany the model of the male family breadwinner and the ~em ~ 
family carer is institutionally dominant, although undergoing erosion a f 
the level of life scenarios and concrete arrangements, in the new states ? 
. " 1n 
eastern Germany we observe an eroding model of combmed acuvity, . 
which gainful employment for women is the norm, but where domestlC 
labour is unambiguously women's responsibility. Given present inco~e 
patter.ns'. east Germ~n women are expected as individ~als to re~on~n~ 
work ms1de and outside the home. Gender relations remam very d1ffer Jd 
in concrete practice, both in the private world and in the corporate ~or f 
There are, however, also empirical indications that the (re)structuring ~ 
gender relations is 'path dependent'. The effect of this is that struc~u~ 
· · h c d d' · · f cuv1tY asymmetnes m t e 1e eral employment system and the 1v1s10n o a 'f 
into public and private spheres tend to be 'self-regulating', so that even 
1 
east German women cling individually to the combination model and are 
. . f mp~ provmg res1stant to the mechanisms which exclude them rom eo 
labour markets, these asymmetries will tend to be replicated in the neW 
states even against their will. . 1 
The process of company change inlaid within the process of societa 
. ' . s are 
transformat10n, moves along a time axis and, as far as gender relauon 1 
concerned, it is still to some degree open; path dependency does not ~u ~ 
out the influen~e of. ag~nts. That is something which (transformatlWe 
research by social sc1entlsts would need to describe more accuratelY· . 
know from studies carried out in core sectors of industry that increasing 
fl 'b'l' · d · b · · erateS ext 1 ity m pro uct10n, eing geared to performance cntena, gen 
mefl· 
new types of segmentation and that these are disadvantageous to wo dS 
New pa~t~rns of rationalis~tion in industry clearly indicate tren.ds rowa~er 
reorgamsmg gender relat1ons, stabilising rather than countermg gen 
hierarchy in the division of labour. 27 f 
By contrast, studies on new organisational strategies and pattern~ .05 
l b · . . 01ue a our m certam serv1ce segments may well indicate 'that opportu 
arise here for redefining the gender division of labour, with 5?f1l:e5. 
l. . f 'd 1t 1 equa 1sat10n o career prospects for women and men . . . bes1 es, 
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becom· h d . h. mg ar er to draw a boundary between male and female domams, 
':v ich has hitherto been the decisive segregation mechanism in 
unplem t" · d k en mg mtegrate strategies'. 28 The unification process - as we 
now from our own empirical analyses - began, for example, by opening 
ub _unprecedented scope for action, especially for western male managers, 
Wh _ich Was utilised very differently as a function of different corporate 
p ilosophies, but rarely in conscious pursuit of equality, the promotion of 
Women and/ or a democratisation of company gender relations. If we 
comp_are companies, we discover major differences in the specific ~onstitution of company gender relations which negate hypotheses seeking 
0 generalise either a negative or a positive scenario. The concrete st:u~ture of opportunity for women can sometimes vary substantially even ~t~m the same service segment. The empirical research also makes it very 0 h~ious that the (corporate) process of reorganisation has 'time windows' 
: ich ( can) opcn to varying degrees and for varying periods of time in the 
ense of opportunity structures for exerting an active influence. More 
academic reflection is needed to understand this link between the time axis 
and th d · 
e es1gn of employment options for women. 
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